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 open space

 101  ¡mag¡(n¡)ng gender and
 conflict

 Adam Jones

 Over the past decade, photography has gradually moved to the forefront of

 my creative and intellectual engagement with the world. It is only natural

 that as I explored gender and conflict in my research and writing, my eye
 would be drawn to images evocative of this theme. The request from Feminist

 Review to supply commentary for a selection of my photojournalism led to

 discussions with one of this issue's editors, Laura Shepherd, about which

 photos might best serve. I was thus able to consider for inclusion images that

 had caught Laura's eye more than mine. I extend my deep gratitude to Laura,

 both for commissioning this article and for shaping it with the insights
 she contributed and prompted. I also thank Nazar Jamil Abdulazeez for
 inviting me to participate in the 3rd International Conference of the Mass

 Graves in Iraq, held in Erbil, Iraqi Kurdistan, in April 2011. It is with two
 images derived from this visit that I begin (Figures 1 and 2).

 * * *

 Saddam Hussein's forces attacked the predominantly Kurdish city by the

 Iranian border with airborne chemical agents in March 1988, accusing
 Halabjis of assisting Iran in its war with Iraq. Some 5,000 civilians were
 killed.

 The Iranian government arranged for journalists to visit Halabja after the

 assault, and the photographs they flashed around the world are among
 the most iconic of those taken in the mass conflicts of the 1980s. The best

 known and perhaps most poignant of the images shows the body of a middle-

 aged man, Omer Khawar, prone on a street corner, cradling the corpse of his

 infant son. Like the sculpture of the Turkish soldier in Figure 4, it is a striking

 icon of the nurturing, protective male in wartime - here extinguished in
 death, and 'failing' to save/deliver his charge, but no less useful for
 nationalist purposes.

 Spent munitions from the chemical attack are deployed throughout the
 dioramas of the Halabja Museum, including one accurately depicting
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 Figure 1 A bomb casing once housing chemical munitions, used in the Halabja massacre, now
 a flowerpot at the entrance to Halabja's memorial museum.
 Photo by Adam Jones, April 2011.
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 Figure 2 A mounted photograph of an Anfal genocide survivor, on a stack awaiting mounting
 in an exhibition in Rizgary, Iraqi Kurdistan. The exhibition was organised by Haukari
 (www.haukari.de), a German-sponsored organisation that works with Anfal women survivors
 and widows.

 Photo by Adam Jones, April 2011.

 the Khawers' fate.1 In that context, they lend an element of chilling
 contemporaneity and authenticity amidst the post hoc fabrications. In an
 apparently more mischievous spirit, or perhaps for simple novelty, the lone bomb

 casing in this photo is placed inside the main entrance to the museum. It is
 offset from the main portal to the exhibition area (visible at the rear),
 suggestive of marginalia and afterthought. It speaks nonetheless to a common
 totemistic tendency in societies that have passed through great militarised
 tragedies and upheavals.

 In a classic feminist essay on war and gender, Carol Cohn (1987) described her

 response to visiting a US nuclear missile base, where everyone spoke in a
 vocabulary seductively stripped of all sense of the apocalyptic consequences of the

 weaponry they claimed to control. (I nearly wrote 'nuclear missile facility', which

 shows the facility with which we can descend into the banal, bureaucratic discourse

 of mass death explored by Cohn.) A significant moment came when Cohn and other

 visitors to the nuclear base were invited to 'pat the missile'. 'What is all this

 "patting"'? Cohn wondered. 'Patting is an assertion of intimacy, sexual possession,
 affectionate domination'. But it is 'also what one does to babies, small children,

 the pet dog. ... Pat it, and its lethality disappears' (1987: 495).

 1 www.flickr.com/

 photos/adam_jones/
 5640509079/, last
 accessed 22 March

 2012.
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 Figure 3 Women gathered at gravesite during the memorial and reburial ceremony for victims
 of the Srebrenica massacre, Potocari (outside Srebrenica), Bosnia and Herzegovina.
 Photo by Adam Jones, July 2007.

 There is something of this fetishism in the Halabja flowerpot. The missile's
 blatant phallicism, though, has been sundered, rendered concave, receptive,
 im/emplanted. The genocidal weapon has been transformed not just into a quaint

 furnishing, but also into perhaps the most symbolically 'feminine' accoutrement

 of the bourgeois household, in Iraq no less than in Europe. The ghastliness of the
 crime of which this adornment is an actual relic is - neutralised? feminised?
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 sanctified? subverted? satirised? Any and possibly all of these, depending on the

 disposition of the viewer, and the unknown motives of the curators.

 I have seen similar objets d'art in post-war Bosnia and Herzegovina -
 specifically, in the city of Mostar in the southwest. This was the scene of some of

 the most prolonged and destructive fighting of the Bosnian conflict in the
 1990s - with ruinous consequences for the urban landscape that I confess I find

 shockingly picturesque. Mostar was the main theatre of the sub-conflict in the
 Bosnian war, between Muslims (Bosniaks) and Bosnian Croats. The two sides
 ended starkly divided by the Drina river, as they remain today. But a tourist
 industry is flourishing amidst the well-entrenched truce, fuelling a comparative

 prosperity. Along the riverfront on the Muslim side of town, just over the

 reconstructed Stari Most bridge (symbol of Mostar's regeneration), lies a string of

 souvenir shops catering to visitors from Western Europe and further afield. One of

 the most atmospheric outlets features the hollow casings of heavy artillery
 shells, exquisitely engraved by master artisans. In Laos, in the Plain of Jars,
 which still stands as the most intensively bombed landscape in world history,
 piles of rusting defused munitions are arranged for pleasing aesthetic effect in

 the courtyard of Phonsavanh's tourist office.3

 In 1988, in perhaps his most infamous act - though he was hanged before he

 could be tried for it - Saddam Hussein launched the so-called 'Anfal Campaign'.
 (The chemical attack on Halabja on 16 March 1988, discussed in the commentary

 on Figure 1, overlapped with the first Anfal campaign (23 February - 19 March

 1988), but is considered separate from it.) Over the course of the year, a series
 of genocidal counterinsurgency campaigns killed upward of 100,000 Kurdish

 civilians. The victims are still being exhumed, through the indefatigable efforts of

 the staff of the International Commission on Missing Persons,4 set up by Bill
 Clinton in one of his early post-presidential initiatives.

 The gendering of the Anfal genocide was similar to that of Bosnia, discussed
 alongside Figure 3. Human Rights Watch (HRW) summarised the dominant
 pattern: 'Throughout Iraqi Kurdistan, although women and children vanished in

 certain clearly defined areas, adult males who were captured disappeared en
 masse - as the standing orders of June 1987 demanded' (HRW 1995: 96, see also

 Jones 2004). Several of the 'clearly defined areas' were in Germian province
 during the so-called Third Anfal, from 7 to 20 April 1988. Here, the strategy of
 mass detention and 'disappearance' of adult males was still pursued. But so too

 was a more gender-indiscriminate, 'root-and-branch' policy, such that 'a heavy
 proportion of women and children [numbered] among the disappeared' in certain

 areas, predominantly those in which Kurdish peshmerga guerrillas put up the
 fiercest resistance (HRW 1995: 99).

 Many of these female and child victims were never seen alive again. But many
 were subsequently relocated to sites under government vigilance after the

 2 www.flickr.com/

 photos/adam_jones/
 3774018614/, last
 accessed 22 March
 2012.

 3 www.flickr.com/

 photos/adam_jones/
 3774675460/, last
 accessed 22 March
 2012.

 4 www.ic-mp.org,
 last accessed
 22 March 2012.
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 systematic slaughter of their menfolk. One such community was Rizgary, a
 Kurdish town of nondescript cinder-block houses, which was formerly the
 relocation camp of Sumud. At the Conference on the Mass Graves in Iraq in spring

 2011, I met an extraordinary woman, Karin Mlodoch, who has lived and worked on
 and off in Kurdistan since the autonomous zone first took hold after the 1991

 Gulf War. She is married to an affable Kurdish man who happens to be a former,

 and well respected, peshmerga fighter.

 With Karin I travelled from the conference site in Erbil to the city of Suleimani

 (Suleimaniyeh) in southern Kurdistan, and from there, on a memorable day's drive,

 to Rizgary. There, I was honoured to meet Aska Hame-Ameen, an Anfal survivor who

 lost her son and brothers in the genocide.5 Aska has emerged as a leading light of

 the local survivors' organisation that - I learned - had experienced some tensions

 and tussles among the matriarchs who ran the association. But they had united to

 lobby the government of the Kurdish zone for the pensions and housing they

 eventually received, and now they were promoting the project that Karin and her

 colleagues at Haukari had devised. This was to photograph Anfal survivors, in front

 of a dried-mud backdrop, holding a piece of memorabilia (a letter, a photo, an

 identity card) of a murdered or 'disappeared' relative. The exhibition of the

 resulting photos was scheduled to open on the morning of our visit, but threatened

 political unrest in the area led to its postponement. It was held - successfully,
 Karin told me - a few days after I left Kurdistan.

 * * *

 As a massacre, or rather an interconnected series of massacres over several days

 (9-13 July, 1995), Srebrenica was profoundly gender-coded (Figure 3). The
 selective targeting of a community's adult males for extermination has featured

 in war and genocide for millennia. But not until Bosnian Serb forces
 systematically separated out Srebrenica's civilian men (under the noses of UN

 peacekeepers) and led them away for slaughter did the world gain an iconic
 instance of a massacre of lmen and boys'. Thousands of men fleeing through

 surrounding forests were then hunted down and killed.

 The memorialisation of Srebrenica - and the exhibition of that memorialisation for

 a global audience - is itself deeply gendered. In mid-July 2007, when all of Muslim
 Bosnia seemed focused on the Srebrenica commemorations, I joined with other

 delegates from the International Association of Genocide Scholars to observe the

 main memorial ceremony, at a dedicated site within view of the building that

 served as the headquarters of the Dutch battalion of peacekeepers in 1995. On one

 side of the site, hundreds of child-sized coffins lay surreally in neat rows.6 These
 were in fact ossuaries for the bones of Srebrenica's dead that had been identified,

 through the painstaking process overseen by the government's Commission for

 Missing Persons, since the previous year's ceremony. Young men, exclusively,

 guarded the coffins and supervised their ceremonial transfer across the site to the

 5 www.flickr.com/

 photos/adam_jones/
 5641338860/, last
 accessed 22 March
 2012.

 6 www.flickr.com/

 photos/adam_jones/
 6115997631/, last
 accessed 22 March
 2012.
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 Figure 4 Statue on the battlefields of Gallipoli depicts an incident related from the battle,
 when a Turkish soldier carried a wounded British counterpart from no man's land back to
 Allied lines.

 Photo: Adam Jones, May 2011.

 burial ground, where male members of each victim's extended family received
 them. The men then crouched and said prayers at the graveside.

 Bosnian women sat apart from the men, as in Figure 3 (though if you look closely,

 you can see one young man in a baseball cap hunkered down in the group). The
 women were, however, the focus of the event: praying as the men also did, but

 often wiping away tears and openly weeping - a display of emotion not
 permitted to the men. It was initially an awkward experience, as a photographer,

 to wander among fresh graves, pointing my camera at the lamentations of the
 close relatives of those just buried. It soon became apparent, though, that this
 was an exhibition, to which observers and their cameras were as integral as the

 ceremony itself. Once each year, in July, Bosnian women and men elbow their way

 into the global news cycle; remind us of the awful events of 1995; and challenge

 the many deniers of Srebrenica with the moral and emotional force of their grief,

 their public displays of bereavement and abandonment. By voyaging to witness

 that, we validate it, and with our images and narrative accounts, we memorialise
 it in turn.

 In Hitler's Willing Executioners , the US scholar Daniel Goldhagen rejected
 insinuations that the Nazis' early policies of mass executions of Jews on the
 Eastern front were not truly genocidal, because they overwhelmingly targeted
 adolescent and adult men. Even if ... the initial order was to kill "only"
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 teenage and adult Jewish males - the order was still genocidal and clearly was

 understood by the perpetrators as such', Goldhagen argued. KThe killing of the

 adult males of a community is nothing less than the destruction of that
 community' (1997: 153). The annual commemoration at Potocari symbolises and
 proclaims the reconstitution and reconsolidation of the community in the wake

 of its attempted destruction.

 On the same day as the memorial and reburial ceremony, my colleagues and

 I observed the exhumation of a mass grave near the memorial site. Roughly thirty

 male corpses were estimated to lie in the long trench. Corpses already exhumed

 had plastic number tags set alongside their femurs, their ribs, their bullet-

 shattered skulls.7 I carry with me the smell of that grave: not of decomposing
 bodies, for a dozen years had passed since the corpses were buried, but of
 mouldy and rotted fabric, the clothing that still clung to the bones.

 * * *

 The basic narrative of the scene depicted in this statue seems undisputed
 (Figure 4). At a crucial point of the First World War - April 1915 - British, French

 and Anzac (Australian/New Zealander) forces landed on the Aegean side of the
 Dardanelles peninsula, seeking to cross the narrow landmass, seize Turkish forts

 on the Dardanelles Straits, choke off Constantinople and knock the Ottoman

 Empire out of the war. The result was the infamous battle of Gallipoli, in which

 hundreds of thousands of soldiers squared off for nearly 9 months of grisly trench

 warfare. The fighting was perhaps most intense at Chunuk Bair, where the
 distance between front lines shrank to around 10 metres. After one bloody battle,

 according to an eyewitness:

 From between the two trench lines came a cry for help from an English captain who was very

 badly wounded in the leg. Unfortunately, no one could leave their trenches to help, because

 the slightest movement resulted in the firing of hundreds of bullets. At that moment an

 incredible event occurred. A piece of white underwear was raised from one of the Turkish

 trenches and a well built unarmed soldier appeared. Everyone was stunned and we stared in

 amazement. The Turk walked slowly towards the wounded British soldier, gently lifted him,

 took him in his arms and started to walk towards our trenches. He placed him down gently

 on the ground near us and then straight away returned to his trench. We couldn't even

 thank him. This courageous and beautiful act of the Turkish soldier has been spoken about

 many times on battlefields. Our love and deepest respect to this brave and heroic soldier,

 (quoted in A§kin 2002: 29)

 The language is striking amidst such scenes of carnage. 'Gently', 'beautiful',
 'love' - the frankest romantic vocabulary blends with a quasi-religious one of
 ethereal awe, as the British soldier describes his and his comrades' universal

 'amazement' at the 'incredible' events unfolding. Secular romanticism and
 religiosity are blended in the remarkable statue that today adorns the site.

 7 www.flickr.com/

 photos/adam_jones/
 3773250875/, last
 accessed 22 March
 2012 and www.flickr

 .com/photos/
 adam_jones/
 3773237147/,
 last accessed

 22 March 2012.
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 The Turkish 'Mehmet' (ordinary soldier) cradles the supine, disempowered,
 emasculated British captain in a manner evocative of Michelangelo's Pietà, with

 the crucified Christ sprawled in his mother's arms (see8 for an exquisite digital

 rendering). I think also of the act of delivering the helpless soldier to
 his trenches, there (one assumes) to be saved/healed, as Mary in the Christian

 narrative delivers her son in birth, and (post- Pietà) for resurrection.

 For the Turkish masses who throng to these battlefields in school-groups and tour-

 groups (see, for example, note9), the sculpted 'Mehmet' is a paragon of hegemonic

 and nationally imbued masculinity. His ordinary origins, and (extra)ordinary

 decency, are overlaid with a classic soldierly posture. Possibly the most iconic

 rendering of First World War heroism in Turkey features a male figure in a very

 similar posture, from another moment in the struggle for the Dardanelles. Seyit

 Ali Çabuk was another 'Mehmet' who single-handedly kept his artillery piece

 supplied and firing on British battleships trying to force the straits (the
 attempt failed, paving the way for a land invasion instead). Turkish nationalist

 iconography - including diverse trinkets on sale at Gallipoli - portrays him
 Sisyphus-like, hauling an impossibly heavy-looking artillery shell on his back. (Seyit

 Ali Çabuk subsequently recreated his heroics for a photographer.10 There is

 a sculpture memorialising his actions in a military-themed park in Çannakale11).

 That lumbering, brutal slog is transcendent in its wartime way; but the Gallipoli

 sculpture is transcendent in a different, lighter and decidedly more 'feminine'
 fashion.

 In a 2006 essay for Men & Masculinities, I wrote that while war promoted many

 paragons of hegemonic masculinity, it also offered an avenue of contingent
 escape from the strictures and requisites of peacetime masculine practice:

 Hegemonic masculinity is militarily active and identified masculinity. This is important to

 stress, because many warrior cultures accord a profoundly masculinized respect to enemies,

 including defeated enemies. The enemy may be seen as a man like oneself, and in defeat [n.b.

 or injury/incapacity], to be partaking of a bitter pill that all military formations must swallow

 on occasion. The enemy may be feminized during actual combat (as guerrilla forces who refuse

 to 'fight like men/ i.e., in open battle, are often feminized). He may be humiliated, castrated,

 and anathematized. But where considerations of masculine 'honor' prevail, he may also be

 praised and even lionized, both in combat and in defeat; and as a fellow man engaged in the

 most masculine of pursuits, he may even be deemed worthy of nurture and protection, which

 carries frankly feminine and frequently homoerotic overtones. (Jones 2009: 295)

 I have not addressed, in these reflections, the politics of a globetrotting
 westerner peering into other people's lives, and seeking to 'capture' some visual

 spoor of their conflicts and traumas. One has to swallow hard, and accept a host
 of contradictions, if one is to lift a camera in such circumstances. I have vowed

 not to display individuals in compromising or embarrassing positions. But it would

 be futile to deny the voyeuristic and exploitative aspect of all photography of

 8 www.bit.ly/rjGy2l,
 last accessed
 22 March 2012.

 9 www.flickr.com/

 photos/adam_jones/
 5734773780/, last
 accessed 22 March
 2012.

 10 www. turkey
 central.com/

 index.php?/gallery/
 image/3877-
 corporal-seyit-
 photo/, last
 accessed 22 March
 2012.

 11 www. turkey
 central.com/

 index.php?/gallery/
 image/3876-
 corporal-seyit-
 memorial/, last
 accessed 22 March
 2012.
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 human beings, or to ignore how these aspects are cast into still sharper relief
 when gulfs of experience and privilege separate photographer and subject.

 Yet there is also a good will at work, I believe, when one approaches others and

 conscientiously seeks to receive and transmit glimpses of their lives, surroundings

 and histories. The images that result are arguably necessary, but they are not

 sufficient. Although photographs can 'haunt us', Susan Sontag stresses in
 Regarding the Pain of Others, only 'narratives can make us understand' (Sontag

 2003: 89). It is a pleasure, then, to offer these brief narratives to accompany
 images that may constructively haunt, or at least engage, the viewer.

 author biography
 Adam Jones is Associate Professor of Political Science at the University of British

 Columbia Okanagan in Kelowna, Canada. He is author of Gender Inclusive: Essays
 on Violence, Men, and Feminist International Relations (2009), and editor of
 works including Gendercide and Genocide (2004) and Men of the Global South:
 A Reader (2006). His textbook Genocide: A Comprehensive Introduction (2nd
 edition, 2010) is the most widely used in the field of comparative genocide
 studies. In 2010, he was selected as one of Fifty Key Thinkers on the Holocaust
 and Genocide for the book of that title. He is executive director of Gendercide

 Watch, a Web-based educational initiative that confronts gender-selective
 atrocities against men and women worldwide.
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